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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Advertising is crucial, given the combined challenges 
of new distribution and growing penetration

The adspend challenge
Advertising takes centre stage amid diversity of delivery systems

Just as the world economy seems about to hit 
the buffers and adspend of all kinds becomes 
more fragile, and the pay-TV ad stream is 
under more competitive pressure than ever, 

the Asia Pacific multichannel-TV networks are 
concentrating more firepower on their sales efforts.

And there are good reasons to view the upside. 
Asians are consuming a more diverse range of 
content than ever before; the aggregate of advertising 
minutage experienced by a pay-TV audience of 
more than a billion people continues to grow. Asian 
economies – most of all the media economies – will 
remain robust for the foreseeable future.

During its year-end meeting in November, the 
Council of Governors set out what it felt should be 
CASBAA’s priorities for 2012 and in line with their 
requests we have established a roadmap for our 
major concerns on industry issues. 

One of the major talking points is advertising. 
It is crucial, given the combined challenges of 
new distribution and growing penetration beyond 
the average 50% growth across the region. With 
the lion's share of the high-net-worth audience, 
subscription TV is more attractive than ever to 
subscribers, advertisers and investors.

The Association’s ad strategy for 2012 has 
received a significant boost under the leadership 
of new Board Member Mark Patterson, CEO, Asia 
Pacific, of GroupM. As the regional head of a 
global media investment management group, Mark 
brings a strategic commitment to advertising to the 
Association’s board.

CASBAA kicked off the year by commissioning 
research to measure the benefits of allocating TV 
budgets on multichannel TV vis-à-vis free-to-air TV. 
The research, conducted by Universal McCann, 
covered seven major markets: Australia, Hong Kong, 
India, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and 
Taiwan. The results clearly show that, for a regional 
campaign, switching a portion of the budget on to 
regional multichannel-TV outlets will allow a higher 
reach at a lower cost-per-thousand rate for clients. 

A similar trend was also monitored when 
demographic data was analysed according to 
gender, age and socio-economic groups. With 
multichannel TV's fast-rising penetration in Asia, it 
can no longer be considered a niche platform, but 
a valuable marketing tool garnering the greatest 
reach and efficiency. While pay TV remains 
dominant, social media, online TV and mobile TV 
will be the key developments during 2012. Social 
media play a key role in helping us discover new 
content. 

Of course, over-the-top TV (OTT) will become 
increasingly commonplace in homes across the 
major Asian markets. It’s a natural evolution of the 
personalised video content that consumers have 
come to expect. 

These strategies are why CASBAA’s newly 
constituted OTT & Connected Media Group is so 
important to CASBAA’s future. The group will tackle 
some of the most exciting opportunities presented 
to our industry in almost decade, but these 
opportunities come with unprecedented business, 
regulatory and technical challenges, which will 
affect every corner of our industry. The Board of 
Directors is very aware that CASBAA will need 
to coordinate its approaches to these issues more 
carefully than ever before.   

Meanwhile, CASBAA is planning to engage 
better with the next generation of our industry 
leadership with “Young CASBAA“ initiatives. 

Finally, in another sign of further evolution 
within CASBAA, our long-standing and much-
respected CEO, Simon Twiston Davies, will retire 
from the Association at the end of this year. 
Simon has tirelessly promoted the interests of the 
Association and our industry for 12 years and he 
will be a very tough act to follow. The Board of 
Directors has appointed a search committee to seek 
a new CEO, whom we hope will be in place by Q3 
2012 so that an orderly transition can be effected in 
time for the Annual Convention. 

Marcel Fenez
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MEDIA GRABS

The CASBAA Upfronts in Singapore were 
certainly up front and centre in regional media. 
“It’s pay-tv time,” declared Campaign Asia-
Pacific, the magazine of the region‘s advertising 

industry.
Speaking of the ad biz, our groundbreaking study of 

the multiplier effect of advertising was widely distributed 
by ind ustry titles and websites around the region, 
including Adoimagazine.com in Malaysia, Digital Journal 
in Canada and Satellite Markets and Research in the 
United States. Our Indian piracy figures were also picked 
up by major international media, such as the Financial 
Times’ Chinese-language website.

Meanwhile, Indonesian media welcomed the 
news that CASBAA‘s first forum of the year would be 
held in Jakarta. “Indonesia is the centre of attention,” 
the national Antara news agency reported on the 
announcement that Indonesia in View: Growing Pay TV, 
was scheduled for the Hotel Mulia Senayan on February 
29. Regional media, such as Harian Analisa, a daily 
based in the major city of Medan, picked up the agency’s 
item. 

Upfront and 
centre

Using a combination of multichannel 
TV and free-to-air (FTA) can lower cost-

per-thousand (CPT) by up to 60% versus an 
FTA-only schedule, according to a study by 
CASBAA and Universal McCann.

Reach increases as the advertising 
budget is reallocated from 100% on 

Free to Air TV to a proportion on Pay TV

The half-day networking and preview 
experience for media buyers, agency 

heads and clients promoted pay-TV as an 
effective promotional tool for companies 
looking to maximize marketing budgets.

CASbAA continues pay-TV advertising push
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CASBAA‘s first forum of the year, 
Indonesia in View: Growing Pay TV will 

be held on Wednesday, 29 February 2012 in 
Jakarta at the Hotel Mulia Senayan.

With this forum, CASBAA and the 
international industry recognise the 

growing role of Indonesia in this important 
facet of the regional information economy

Dengan diselenggarakannya forum 
ini, CASBAA dan industri internasional 

menyadari bahwa pertumbuhan Indonesia 
berperan penting dalam dalam aspek 
ekonomi informasi regional

While the numbers from our recent 
research show that costs can be 

lowered and reach increased by advertising 
on multichannel TV, these screenings truly 
showcase why this medium is so popular — 
because of the diversity of content available 
to viewers in Asia.

Forum pertama CASBAA di tahun ini, 
Indonesia in View: Growing Pay TV 

(Selayang Pandang Indonesia: Pertumbuhan 
TV Berbayar) akan diselenggarkan pada 
Rabu, 29 Februari 2012 di Hotel Mulia 
Senayan, Jakarta.

CASBAA has released a powerful first-
of-its-kind reach and frequency analysis 

of the definable returns on media investment 
in multichannel TV advertsing.

The clear advantage of advertising on 
multichannel TV becomes self evident 

when simulating real-life budgeting scenarios 
via robust Peoplemeter data.

Hong Kong: India will account for 
USD 1.4 bn out of a loss of over 

USD 2.1 bn that the Asia Pacific region is 
estimated to witness in 2011 due to piracy, 
according to CASBAA 

The powerful line-up drawn from 
networks, government, ad agencies and 

media, reflects the importance of CASBAA‘s 
role as the voice of multichannel TV in Asia

When governments respond to 
advances in technology by tightening 

bureaucratic controls, they threaten growth of 
all kinds 
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COUNTRY REPORT | INDIA

Indian digitisation nears

When J.S. Sarma took over as 
chairman of the Telecom Regulatory 
Authority of India (TRAI) in mid-
2009, there were some critics. 

However, Sarma came to TRAI with solid 
credentials from the telecom disputes tribunal, 
TDSAT, where members dealt with broadcasting, 
cable and telecom issues. As Sarma runs the last lap 
of his tenure at TRAI, his efforts on the digitisation 
of India’s cable-TV services move close to fruition, 
despite the almost continuous attempts to derail the 
initiative. 

Although fears remain that digitisation may hit 
another wall of delay, Sarma and a section of the 
Indian government (read Ministry of Information 
and Broadcasting or MIB) are optimistic that this 
time around, digitisation will actually take off.

Sarma, in an interview with CASBAA India’s 
Anjan Mitra in early February, talks about the long 
road to digitisation. 

What’s the status of the ambitious digital 
rollout programme?
As of now, I think that it is on course because what 
is being contemplated in the first phase targets four 
metro cities by June. Thereafter, I think it should be 
possible to extend to other areas. I think it will be 
achieved because I see a convergence of favourable 
opinion among all stakeholders.

 
The first deadline is now officially June 30 for 
the four metros, though the industry buzz says 
it’s likely to be shifted to September. What are 
TRAI’s views on this?
There is no official word on any shifting of 
deadlines. Actually TRAI’s recommendation was 
that by March 31 the four largest metros (Kolkata, 
Delhi, Mumbai and Chennai) should be fully 
digitised. The government rooted for June 30 and 
we agreed. I don’t anticipate any further change in 
TRAI’s views.

TRAI chairman is optimistic about programme‘s progress
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Are there contentious issues still pending?
I won’t say they are contentious issues, but matters 
that need resolution. There are issues relating to 
tariff, interconnection, quality of service, etc., for 
which we are interacting with stakeholders. After 
their feedback, we will conduct an open-house 
discussion and then come out with necessary 
regulations. I am quite confident that outstanding 
issues will be resolved and TRAI will come out 
with regulations well before March 31, before 
digitisation starts. 

TRAI asked a large number of stakeholders for 
their views on issues that needed to be resolved 
and the TRAI consultation paper was based on that 
feedback. If there are other issues that need to be 
resolved, we are ready to attend to them too.

What was the vision you and Team TRAI had 
in mind when the phased deadlines were set 
after initial consultation with industry?
I have been observing the broadcast industry 
closely at TDSAT as well as here at TRAI. I realised 
it’s a disputed area where issues flared up more 
out of lack of clarity and a system that encouraged 
people to hide the subscriber base rather than be 

transparent. As a result, the industry was totally 
advertising oriented, resulting in poor quality 
content. What TRAI set out to do is actually clean 
up the entire process through digitisation. The effort 
is meant to free the entire broadcasting sector of all 
constraints and make it a healthy industry.

With critics still hammering away, do you feel 
TRAI’s vision is on track?
I do hope so.  I would be very happy to hear later 
on that all this [digitisation] has been done in 
the country and I will definitely derive immense 
satisfaction at that particular point of time. I won’t 
be here when full digitisation takes place in 2014, 
but I definitely look forward to that day.

There is a feeling that certain sections of the 
government seem to be apathetic towards the 
financial incentives for industry that TRAI had 
suggested. Do you agree, especially with the 
Finance Ministry ruling out any tax relief?
No. I have received communications from MIB that 
it has taken up the matter of a financial package for 
the broadcast industry at higher bureaucratic levels 
and that it would also take up the matter with the 
Ministry concerned. I don’t think anybody is being 
apathetic, as TRAI’s recommendations were given 
shape at the initiative of MIB. I am sure the Finance 
Ministry has its own way of looking at things, but 
there are established ways of resolving such issues 
in the government. 

Do you foresee digitisation giving a fillip to 
aggressive convergence between traditional 
media companies and telcos, especially with 
TRAI simultaneously pushing for Unified 
Service Licence (USL) norms that could break 
barriers between the way broadcast and cable 
and telecom companies operate?
Yes, of course. Convergence is going to be a major 
issue. It also being facilitated by, first, the optic 
fibre that will be rolled out in the country as part 
of the National Broadband Plan that TRAI has 
recommended and, second, the IP networks that 
are going to come in. The very nature of digital 
communication is such that tomorrow there will 
be little difference between operators who offer 
services like video, voice and data.

Under the USL regime that we have 
suggested to the government, and which is 
likely to be accepted by the Department of 
Telecommunications, TRAI has clearly stated 
that the USL will also be at various levels and 
categories – district, state and national level 
– so a licence holder can actually render any 
service whether it be telecoms or broadcasting. 
For example, a telco holding a USL can provide Ph
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TRAI Chairman J.S. Sarma

COUNTRY REPORT | INDIA
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broadcasting services and an MSO or a cable 
operator could provide telecom services. I 
think we should stop looking at telecom and 
broadcasting sectors as two separate branches, 
instead they should be looked upon as part of one 
entity – communications.

Though telcos have already got into the 
broadcasting sector, has an MSO, for example, 
applied or shown interest in voice and data 
services?
Not yet. The USL has not yet come into force.

What are the services you think would get a 
fillip as digitisation gains momentum?
I am hopeful and desire that a lot of applications 
would be actually put on the optic fibre and 
could be made available to each person in his 
household. I really wish that digitisation will 
actually render service to local people like school 
teachers, health workers, doctors, agricultural 
workers, etc., particularly in rural areas. I also 
hope that broadband will not be restricted to just 
gaming and entertainment. 

While admitting that entertainment will be a 
significant part – and there is no reason why it 
should not be – I would really like to see six areas 
getting the necessary push: education, health, 
agriculture, skill development, commerce and 
banking. In fact, it is this desire that actually made 
TRAI push for the National Broadband Plan and 
digitisation.

Critics say that policymakers miss the big 
picture for short-term benefits and succumb 
to populist moves. Have you also felt the same 
pressure?
Not really. I think it is the duty of organisations 
like the TRAI, which are entrusted with the task 
of ensuring growth of an industry, to come up 
with requisite recommendations and make them 
with such clarity that people fully understand 
the implications of following them or not doing 
so. I am sure once there is adequate clarity 
policymakers will have no difficulty in accepting 
such recommendations. We must have that much 
confidence in our policymakers that they have a 
better idea of the bigger picture.

 
Do you think the present consumer education 
process is adequate?
I feel digitisation is going to be beneficial for all 
stakeholders, including broadcasters, MSOs, cable 
operators and the consumer. That’s why I feel much 
more needs to be done for consumer education 
and why there is a need for a set-top box. I would 
expect the TV channels to do more like putting out 
information on digitisation for consumers in both 
the print and electronic media. If need be, TRAI 
would definitely gently nudge stakeholders in this 
regard.

How do you react to criticism that TRAI not 
only over-regulates the broadcast sector, but 
also gets into micro-managing the business?
Frankly, I don’t think we micro-manage [the 
business]. In fact, sometimes consumers feel that 
we don’t manage or regulate enough. So there is 
this dichotomy, and we have to live with it – trying 
to balance the interests of consumers as well as the 
industry. 

I feel digitisation is going to be beneficial for all 
stakeholders, including broadcasters, MSOs, cable 
operators and the consumer. That’s why I feel much 
more needs to be done for consumer education and 
why there is a need for a set-top box

COUNTRY REPORT | INDIA
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BRIEFING

CASBAA‘s Regulating for Growth 2012 
wallchart, based on its study of pay-TV 
regulation in Asia Pacific in 2011-12, is 
now available. The wallchart explains 

on a market-by-market basis the policies and 
practices of governments for the television business. 
In a succinct and clear way, it shows the myriad 
different ways that Asian governments influence not 
only the content but also the business models of 
pay-TV delivery to consumers. 

At a glance, the wallchart shows how policies 
in any one market compare with those elsewhere 
in the region, and reveals starkly how approaches 
differ – with some systems much more market-
friendly, more pro-competition and more pro-
growth than others.

MIPCube at 
Cannes
MIPCube, the two-day networking event for the 
business and creative TV industry, will take place 
in Cannes on March 30-31, just ahead of the 2012 
edition of MIPTV.

Speakers include Cindy Gallop, CEO of 
IfWeRanTheWorld.com; Robert Tercek, founder of 
General Creativity; Tony Wang, General Manager 
UK of Twitter; Steve Henry and Ali Blackwell from 
Decoded; Lisa Hsia, Executive Vice President, 
Digital Media, Bravo. Key companies such as 
Samsung, Discovery, MBC Group, National Film 
Board of Canada/ONF, Vodafone, ZDF, YouTube 

and Google will also be there.
MIPCube‘s 2012 Digital Minds Summit, to be held 

on March 31, will gather 50 heads of digital from 
production companies and broadcasters, as well as 
online platforms, and social media and technologies. 

Supported by CASBAA, MIPTV will be held from 
Sunday, April 1 to Wednesday, April 4 2012 in Cannes

A CASBAA 
shadow council
CASBAA has introduced a Young CASBAA initiative 
to increase Member participation of dynamic, young 
media professionals from Member companies. 

The shadow Council of Governors, comprising 
employees under the age of 30 from Member 
companies, will be appointed and meet bi-annually 
to discuss industry issues.

Events aimed at young media professionals will 
include training workshops in collaboration with 
GroupM, as well as engagement with schools of 
film and television across the region to reach out to 
future talent. Additionally social events including 
‘Business Developers Young CASBAA Mixers will be 
held in key markets across the region.

The objective of the initiative is to encourage 
young employees of Member companies to become 
more active within CASBAA, and to make the 
Association more fresh-faced and new-media savvy.

Nominate your high potential younger 
colleagues for the shadow Council of Governors by 
contacting Jill Grinda at jillg@casbaa.com.

Regulating on the wall
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Future of TV 
content
At a time when technology increasingly affects 
content distribution and interaction with audiences 
and TV content, a panel of experts hosted by the 
Hong Kong PR Network looked at new trends.

One of the panellists was Jill Grinda, Vice- 
President, Operations at CASBAA, who said 
that viewers want quality programming and are 
prepared to pay for it.

The panel, which included Jeremy Woolf of Text 
100, Leslie Tang of Channel NewsAsia and James 
Ross, CEO of Lightning International, looked at 
the role of user-created content and its impact on 
traditional media.

The panel was optimistic about the role of 
social media, saying it creates feedback for content 
producers.

For CASBAA 
Digital Matters
Technological innovation continues to change 
lives. Digital Matters 2012, May 22-23 in Singapore 
produced in association with CASAA, will cover 
content monetization and production, digital 
financing, multi-screen viewing habits, building 
social media success and gaming in the digital 
world. CASBAA will also host a high-level panel 
focused on the Over the Top and Connected Media .

A new feature of Digital Matters 2012 will be 
“Gaming Matters”, a workshop designed to shed 
light on monetising business through video gaming 
with educational insights for delegates wanting to 
know more about the gaming industry.

Digital Matters in association with CASBAA is a 
key event for the digital and entertainment industry. 

For more information and to register for the event 
please visit www.asiamatters.com. 

BRIEFING

FIVE NEW FACES

ACCeDO DOWn FROM CLOUDS
Accedo, a new CASBAA Member, is an enabler of 
Smart TV and IPTV applications. Its cloud-based 
platform solutions allow roll-out and management of 
applications for multiple devices and markets.

Accedo provides platforms, applications, tools and 
services to media companies, platform and consumer 
electronics companies and TV operators globally. 

Reuben Verghese, Accedo‘s Vice-President Asia, 
says that “as an innovator of new-user experiences, 
new ways of establishing consumer touch points and 
new ways of monetisation, Accedo can provide ideas 
and solutions for how technology will shape the media 
industry in the region.”

exSeT exTenDS TO ASIA
Multichannel TV software developer ExSeT, based in 
the Netherlands, is expanding its business in Asia and 
has come into the CASBAA fold. The company also 
develops control systems middleware.

HAyMARkeT COnneCTS
Haymarket Media Group also joins CASBAA. The 
company serves a broad spread of markets, from 
sport, finance, technology to advertising. Included in 
the stable of magazines is Campaign Asia Pacific, a 
marketing, advertising and media industry magazine 
and online network which delivers industry news 
and research, analysis, marketing sector and platform 
reports.

ORbITAL RevOLvIng
New CASBAA Member Orbital is a satellite manufacturer 
providing spacecraft for communications, earth and 
space science, national security, imaging, and technology 
demonstration missions. Orbital manufactures launch 
vehicles for space launch and missile defense applications, 
and is developing the Antares medium-class rocket and 
Cygnus spacecraft to provide ISS logistics support.

SeTAnTA JOInS THe SCRUM
One of CASBAA’s newest Members is Setanta Sports, 
a premium, live sports network launched in February 
2011. The introduction of Setanta Sports in a number 
of key markets in Asia last year is part of a concerted 
plan by the company to distribute its live sports channel 
across the region. 

Setanta Sports is now available on ten platforms 
around Asia, including in Singapore, Hong Kong, 
Malaysia and Thailand. Key content includes the 
RBS Six Nations rugby championship, The Rugby 
Championship (formerly the Tri-Nations) and Super 
Rugby. Setanta is also the home of Rugby League in 
Asia and coverage includes the NRL Telstra Premiership 
and The State of Origin series from Australia. 

CEO Roger Hall notes that sport is in the premium 
pay category and as such is particularly sensitive to 
issues of piracy and copyright infringement. “This 
is one area of interest that we hope to participate in 
with CASBAA and seek to protect the rights of our 
distribution partners,” he says.
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The bottom line for  
over the top
Over-the-top television is here to stay. The question is how to make it 
profitable. George W. Russell reports

Traditional content owners recognise that 
over-the-top TV is here to stay. 

 “The evolution of Internet television 
has provided a revolution for the 

industry,” says Alexandre Muller, Managing 
Director of TV5Monde Asia Pacific in Hong Kong. 
“The changes are now a reality for millions of users 
around the world.” 

The writing has been on the wall for some time. 
In 2010, Credit Suisse downgraded electronic-
media stocks in the United States on the basis 
that audiences, particularly young people, would 
be favouring OTT services such as Netflix over 
traditional pay TV. 

 Of course, CASBAA Members are well aware 
of the evolving paradigm and it was the reason 
the Association set up the OTT & Connected 
Media Group, whose mandate is to explore digital 
distribution models and provide the opportunity for 
Members to network and participate across digital 
distribution platforms. 

“Consumers want to be able to time shift to start 
programmes on their own schedule,” says Christine 
Fellowes, Managing Director, Asia Pacific, at NBC 
Universal Networks International in Singapore. 
“Traditional programme scheduling and linear 
channels could become less important.” 

Other Members see challenges in hardware 
issues. “Another tension is how to navigate the 
convergence and competition of distribution 

platforms and devices,” says Jeanette Chan, Head of 
the China Practice and Asia Communications and 
Technology Group at Paul Weiss in Hong Kong.

Muller believes that for the new models to 
thrive it is essential to be able to display content 
worldwide on all devices at the same time. 

 Jana Bennett, President of Worldwide Networks 
and Global iPlayer at BBC Worldwide, agreed at the 
CASBAA Convention in 2011. “If we don‘t make 
content available, viewers will find it despite us.”

 Indeed, the launch of the iPlayer and similar 
services have highlighted what Muller calls the 
”When I want it, where I want it” era of consumer 
demand. ”This has also brought new problems 
upfront with consumers not willing to wait to get 
the content they want and finding ways to get it 
anyway – even illegally downloading it from the 
web,” he says. 

INTERNET TELEVISION 

If we don‘t make content 
available, viewers will find it 
despite us

TV5Monde‘s Managing Director Alexandre Muller
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Even the traditional audiences will be less 
inclined to make an appointment to view on a 
certain day or timeslot, adds Fellowes. “They 
have options to watch their favourite shows on TV 
when they want. Younger audiences are currently 
watching TV while multi-tasking: tweeting, 
connecting with friends via content websites, or 
interacting with programmes through online voting 
and chat.”

bUT THeRe ARe pOSITIveS
“For content providers there is opportunity to 
develop licensing businesses across a wider 
number of platform partners,” adds Fellowes. “As 
broadcasters, with global and local channel brands, 
we see the opportunity in working with platform 
partners to use our brands to drive viewership and 
help differentiate their offering in a competitive 
marketplace, and to offer catch up and other value-

add services to subscribers. 
“As platforms, we see the ability to offer OTT 

content solutions as a way to link the on-demand 
experience with our network, providing flexibility 
and control with the subscriber, offering the wide 
choice of content they seek with a proposition 
around exclusivity, quality and service that will 
drive subscriptions,” she adds. 

Having to produce thousands of hours of 
additional new content does present its own 

For us content providers 
there is opportunity to develop 
licensing businesses across 
a wider number of platform 
partners

UNDERSERVED?

A still unresolved OTT issue is the physical 
constraint of bandwidth and the financial cost 
of establishing and maintaining servers to store 
the data.

”Bandwidth and server costs undoubtedly 
makes the targets more difficult to achieve,” 
says Alexandre Muller, Managing Director 
of TV5 Monde, Asia Pacific, who has been 
working over the past five years with a Japanese 
partner, TVBank, to develop a hybrid multicast 
technology that allows up to 97% bandwidth 
savings with no additional server costs. 

“The technology allows viewers with an 
Internet connection as low as 1 Mbps to achieve 
a real TV experience through their PC or Mac,” 
Muller says. “The viewer experience is equal to 

any traditional TV one, with no buffering or the 
freezing that you sometimes experience on the 
web with a high quality image. The technology 
even allows HD transmission with a 2 Mbps 
bandwidth.”

Muller says the platform will be released 
to the market this year. “We believe it will 
revolutionise the way viewers consume our 
channels,” he says. “The aim is to target all 
potential viewers who are not decision makers 
for cable subscription, such as teenagers and 
young adults living with their parents, yet have a 
PC and an Internet connection. The soft launch 
has already occurred in Japan and the service 
has already passed the break-even point and is 
now profitable for us.”

StarHub‘s Vice President Iris Wee

INTERNET TELEVISION 
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issues, however. “With exponential growth in 
content choice comes the challenge of creating 
an overall user-centric experience,” says Iris Wee, 
Vice President of Home Solutions and Content 
at StarHub in Singapore. “So, it is important that 
we constantly adjust our delivery systems to suit 
customer needs, while ensuring that the technology 
is able to keep up with their changing lifestyles.”

With more consumers viewing content online 
via tablets and mobile devices, StarHub is looking 
at Internet TV. 

“This will enhance our current offerings where 
customers can access content on our existing three 
platforms of TV, mobile and online,” Wee adds.

Look at what’s happening in the US. “Producers 
are adding exclusive content to Internet enabled 
devices to extend the viewers’ experience and more 
channels are now offering a wide range of content 
through connected devices that they did not offer 
before,” says Muller. 

YouTube has begun to unspool a US$100 
million catalogue of original programming and 
Hulu has launched a slate of specially ordered 
documentaries. There is much more to come.

“The potential for less emphasis on linear 
television provides impetus to develop stronger 
monetisation models for online and on-demand 
platforms,” says Fellowes. “Media companies 
are also evaluating their approach to content 
windowing across multiple outlets. The 
development of compelling content offerings 
and product enhancements are driving leading 
operators’ future strategies.”

Analysts note the changing economics and 

revenue models of OTT. With further fragmentation, 
another outcome could be the consolidation of 
multiple OTT players to create IP-only multichannel 
operators. 

Other innovations are sure to follow. There 
are opportunities and challenges in terms of TV 
applications for broadcasters and content owners. 
Consumer electronics makers also have a stake. 
Manufacturers such as LG, Samsung, Sony and 
Panasonic expect sales of connected TVs (or smart 
TVs) to more than double this year. 

Regional differences are emerging, even within 
CASBAA Members’ markets. In October 2011, 
the Nielsen Southeast Asia Digital Consumer 
Report revealed that Singaporean consumers 
were the heaviest Internet users in the region, 
averaging 25 hours online per week. “Taken with 
Singapore’s exceptionally high smartphone and 
tablet penetration, we view Internet TV as an 
exciting opportunity for the near future,” says Wee 
at StarHub.

“The shift in viewer behaviour and migration 
to online has been evolving for some time while 
the time spent watching television continues to 
grow across the world. Yet content providers and 
platforms are evaluating new business models with 
an understanding, that for now at least, their core 
business remains linear television,” notes Fellowes.

This should be good news for consumers and 
the industry. While the competition for audience 
share intensifies, the result will be higher 
production quality, more HD TV, greater choice 
of programming and flexibility in accessing and 
consuming content. 

This is all good news for consumers. While the 
competition for audience share intensifies, the result 
will be higher production quality, more HD TV, greater 
choice of programming and flexibility in accessing and 
consuming content

INTERNET TELEVISION 
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REGULATION

Under the big tent
As an industry body, CASBAA deals regularly with regulators and 
governments. George W. Russell asks about the process involved in 
forming the Association’s regulatory policy positions

One of the core strengths of CASBAA 
is its ability to bridge the broad range 
of interests of its diverse membership. 
To achieve that, the Association has 

developed a regulatory policy formulation process 
that reflects both its complex interest base and 
international constituencies.

CASBAA can synthesise a coherent message from 
differing, and occasionally competitive, viewpoints. 
John Medeiros, CASBAA Deputy Chief Executive 
Officer and Director of Regulatory Affairs, describes 
the membership as a “big tent.” “There are 130 
Members who, at any one time, are buying and 
selling from each other and competing with each 
other, so inevitably there are perspectives and 
interests that are sometimes different,” he says. 

The Association’s policy apparatus and policy 
approach takes that into account. “It’s a wonderful 
thing to have such diverse interests,” says Bobbi 
Campbell, Executive Director of Legal and 
Business Affairs at The Walt Disney Company (Asia 

Pacific) who is also Co-Chair of the Association’s 
Regulatory and Anti-Piracy Committee. “CASBAA 
supports its members in achieving the greater good 
for the industry as a whole.”

Regulatory policy development begins when a 
particular issue is raised in a territory and it often 
begins as an ad hoc sequence of events. “Issues 
are not usually presented to CASBAA or to the 
members in any organised or thought-out fashion,” 
says Medeiros. 

“What usually happens is that a regulatory 
authority, sometimes through an individual official, 
decides on an initiative. That official or authority 
then communicates the initiative to domestic 
players. Some regulators tend not to communicate 
to the international industry. Others are much 
better at inclusive consultations. Then international 
industry or CASBAA might hear about it from 
a domestic player. “Or sometimes not,” says 
Medeiros. “The process of just getting alerted to 
what is going to be an issue can be chaotic.” Il
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That reflects the diversity of regulatory systems in 
the territories in which CASBAA Members operate. 
“Asia is the world’s most diverse TV region,” says 
Medeiros. “CASBAA operates in 17 different 
markets so we have 17 different sets of rules.” It’s 
a far cry from Europe, with its continental market. 
There, the European Commission sets overall 
umbrella rules that the member states implement. 
In North America, the United States and Canada 
have broadly similar regulations. “In Asia, the 
regulators don’t even talk to each other,“ Medeiros 
observes.

Medeiros says there are different ways to 
approach an issue, depending on its nature. 
“If it’s important enough it will be discussed 
at the level of the Regulatory and Anti-Piracy 
Committee,” he says. “After we come to a general 
consensus, typically the next thing that happens 
is the executive office do some research to find 
out the status of the issue in quite a number of 
different places and then prepare views in writing,” 
Medeiros explains. 

“Along the way we discuss, sometimes debate, 
consider and chew over the issues, and that 
presents an opportunity for any Members to have 
an impact.” In practice the number of Members 
who actually take advantage of that opportunity is 
constrained, he says. “The core of the Regulatory 
and Anti-Piracy Committee constitutes the more 
active players.”

Medeiros stresses that the process is open to all 
Members. “The Committee, by the way, is an open 
organisation and any Member who wants to can 
sign up for the Committee,” he says. “It’s a question 
of how much time and energy an individual 
Member company is able to put into discussing, 
debating and preparing policy papers.”

Once a position is reached it is circulated to 
Association Members. “We use email a lot and our 
website and we encourage Members to comment,” 

Medeiros says. “We post documents and drafts 
on our website, inside the Members’ zone, and 
circulate them by email.”

Sometimes other aspects emerge, Medeiros 
notes, and, occasionally, the facts on the ground 
are not as they were represented initially. But once 

the final viewpoint is established, the Committee 
will approve a document. This document is then 
given to the Board of Directors for information, 
further discussion and ultimate approval. 

As an example, Medeiros describes the process 
by which CASBAA learned about a proposal from 
the government of South Korea that would have 
mandated the implementation of Korean content 
classification and labelling. One Member company 
said a government official had approached their 
agent in Seoul and told him that the Member’s 
licence renewal process would be refused if they 
did not implement the content classification and 
labelling rules.

This information was then passed to the 
Regulatory and Anti-Piracy Committee, which 
discusses the issue, as a first step in the policy 
formulation process, to see whether an overall 
consensus could be arrived at. This is a fairly 
simple issue, says Medeiros. “In the case of Korean 
content classification and labelling, the consensus 
was quickly reached that the Korean government 
is being too interventionist. We know that, in 
both Europe and America, as well as other Asian 
markets, the governments don’t force foreign 
channels to do this,” he says.

To support its case, the Association contacted 
Korea’s major trading partners, such as the United 
States and the EU, and helped those governments 
understand why the new Korean regulation might 

Asia is the world’s most 
diverse TV region. CASBAA 
operates in 17 different markets 
so we have 17 different sets of 
rules

REGULATION

The Walt Disney Company Exec Director Bobbi Campbell
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be unfair. In addition, Korean legal counsel 
concluded that the regulatory didn’t have the 
authority to enforce such regulations. Ultimately, 
the Korean regulator decided not to proceed with 
the policy – at least for the time being.

Heavy-handed bureaucracy can be a common 
issue and CASBAA has to make important decisions 
about how to tackle a particular problem. In 
Vietnam the government is in the process of 
imposing new mechanisms of censorship on TV 

channels. “The Committee’s decision has not 
been to challenge censorship as a principle,” says 
Medeiros. “Whatever our beliefs, if we get into that 
kind of dialogue they’re going to stop listening to 
us. Rather we talk about how it’s going to reduce 
the number of channels and reduce the level of 
economic activity.”

 CASBAA deals with great variation among the 
different territories in which its Member companies 
operate. “Many territories are over-regulated but 
others are under-regulated,” notes Campbell at 
Disney. In some countries, laws exist but are not 
implemented. 

There are some areas where the Association 
as a whole, under the guidance of the Board of 
Directors, decides to take a position that one or 
more individual member companies does not agree 
with. “We accept that,” says Medeiros. “CASBAA 
is not one of those groups where if you don’t 
agree 100% you should leave. The nature of the 
relationships between the Members is such that we 
have to have flexibility.” 

One clear example of this emerged in 2010 
and continued through last year in connection 
with a Singapore government decision to impose 
cross-carriage regulations. “A great number of 
international industry players were interested in and 
concerned about this,” Medeiros recalls. “There 
were also two members – specifically StarHub 
and SingTel, both of which are CASBAA members 
and both of which are based in Singapore – that 
were the most heavily affected by cross-carriage 
regulations.”

Early in the discussion, the Singapore 
government was consulting with both StarHub and 

SingTel separately. “They had squads of lawyers 
who were writing very detailed positions and they 
had interests in all the operational details that the 
Association as an international grouping didn’t 
necessarily want to take positions on, such as how 
the wires should be put together,” Medeiros says. 

CASBAA made a decision that it would not 
even purport to represent the views of SingTel and 
StarHub. “Our policy formulation process would 
not attempt to take account of their particular 
and very broad scope of interest,” he says. “The 
Association was interested in the broad principles 
at stake.”

Every country has a number of issues that are 
unique, and therefore the Members in that country 
may have a unique position that they take. “The 
key is that the Committee has to be as inclusive 
as possible as we reach out to all the members to 
canvass their views, making sure the issue is aired 
and discussed,” says Andrew Marshall, Senior Vice 
President of Legal & Business Affairs and General 
Counsel at ESPN STAR Sports in Singapore and the 
other co-chair of the CASBAA Regulatory and Anti-
Piracy Committee.

Marshall points to anti-siphoning rules, in which 
particular areas of content – the Olympic Games, 
most notably – must be shown free-to-air, as an 
example of a regulatory principle that is applied 
very differently across CASBAA’s geographical area 
of remit. “For example, Australia has the longest 
list in the world [of content to which the rules 
apply], which has something to do with sport 
being culturally important in Australia,” he says. 
“Singapore, on the other hand, has a very short 
list.”

It is vital that CASBAA expresses opinions and 
attempts to exert influence over the rules-making 
process in the countries where its Members 
operate. “Once a government establishes a set of 
rules, it conditions the development of the market,” 
Medeiros points out. 

Take exclusivity, which is not allowed under 
India’s “must-provide” policy. “We continue to 
state that we think this policy should be changed,” 
says Medeiros. ”However, this current policy 
has been in place since 2004 and the major 
players have developed commercial strategies 
that take account of the fact that there’s no 
exclusivity and they’ve built up their businesses 
by selling channels as a bundle and on generating 
advertising revenue.”

Because of its regional reach, CASBAA is able 
to look dispassionately at the way each territory 
is regulated and formulate appropriate policies. 
“Our strength comes from the breadth of our 
membership and their international experience,” 
says Medeiros.   

Because of its regional reach, 
CASBAA is able to look 
dispassionately at the way 
each territory is regulated and 
formulate appropriate policies
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Digital spring for pay TV 
in Japan
CASBAA goes to Tokyo in April with a Board of Directors delegation to 
meet industry executives and government officials

As Japan’s economy gets back on its feet 
after last year’s earthquake, its pay-TV 
industry says it‘s ready to play a leading 
role. The digital TV switchover last 

July has been the springboard for a flurry of new 
satellite TV channels launches that can bring pay 
TV to potentially millions more households. 

The hope is that new vigour will be injected into 
the multichannel TV market, where operators have 
long been frustrated by the low household take-up 
– with nearly three-quarters of Japanese households 
yet to sign up for a pay-TV package. 

“The launch of 12 broadcast satellite (BS) 
channels in October 2011 has had a profound 
impact,” says Shigeki Nishiyama, Representative 
Director and Chairman of SKY Perfect JSAT Corp. 

About 22 million households can now watch BS 
channels, says Nishiyama and already SKY Perfect 
is seeing a growth pick-up. For the three months 
from October 1, 2011, when the BS satellite 

channels started up, new subscriptions for the 
SKYPerfecTV!e2 service exceeded 160,000, a 35% 
year-on-year increase.

The advantage of the PerfecTV! e2 service 
is that its audience expands to anyone with an 
antenna, which now comes embedded within 
most television sets. Its main SKYPerfecTV!e2 
service currently has the majority of its 3.59 million 
subscribers which requires a separate set-top box. 
SKY Perfect has a target of four million subscribers 
by 2015.

Discovery Japan says it is also seeing business 
gains from the launch of BS channels. “If you have 
a new TV set you can get both [BS channels and 
PerfecTV! e2],” said James Gibbons, SVP and GM 
of Japan Discovery Networks Asia Pacific. “All the 
publicity on new BS channels is helping e2. It is a 
bright spot in our growth.” 

Although Discovery itself does not operate one 
of the new BS channels, it is already on the CS10 
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related satellite utilised by the PerfecTV! service 
that also carries BS channels.

In March, another seven BS channels in high 
definition will begin broadcasting. Among the new 
channels are Fox and Disney, giving a grand total of 
31 BS channels, half of which will be operating as 
premium services. 

HUge pOTenTIAL AUDIenCe
For Fox, which took the plunge and launched a new 
BS channel last October, the attraction is all about 
reaching a much larger potential audience, says 
Yoshitsugu Koizumi, President of Fox International 

Japan. “So far there are 
100 million digital TV 
sets in the market for 50 
million households,” he 
said. 

Koizumi believes the 
fact that households 
will not have to buy a 
separate set-top box to 
watch HD channels is 
an important advantage. 
“In three to five years 
we expect to double or 
triple our existing pay-TV 
business.” 

While reaching new 
subscribers may be 
easier, persuading them 
to pay still represents a 

challenge. Recently, Foxbc238 was launched as a 
free channel, although the licence calls for Fox to 
begin charging viewers in September. “We enjoy a 
challenge,” says Koizumi. 

Fox will come out with a new package, although 
details are still to be released. He did disclose, 
however, the new channel line-up would be 
selected so as not to cannibalise existing pay-TV 
offerings in Japan. 

 Koizumi also suggested an advertising model 
may be right for Japan. “We thought BS FTA was 
not a viable option as each company lost money, 
but now it has become the only fast-growing TV 
sector in Japan.” 

Some in the industry, albeit those not operating 
BS channels, have still to be convinced of the 

business and growth case. “If you are free, everyone 
can get it but if you are premium, you have to grow 
by subscribers,” says Gibbons at Discovery. 

One-OFF gROWTH
Others see growth last year as more of a one-
off. “There was a big push up to last July by TV 
manufacturers to sell digital TVs and HD digital TVs 
in advance of the analogue switch off,” says Tom 
Perry, SVP and GM of Cartoon Network Japan, Tabi 
Channel and Mondo TV. “Consumers were making 
decisions on subscribing along with the new TV 
sets they had bought.”

A similar nationwide push has not been repeated 
this year which is leading to a reshuffle in the 
market, says Perry. “Growth rates have slowed 
across all platforms.”

Perry’s less optimistic take appears to be 
borne out by recent data. Net subscriber adds 
for January 2012 for leading satellite TV provider 
SKY Perfect were 3,338 versus 7,538 for January 
2011. Elsewhere, Wowow registered a net decline 
of 16,000 subscribers in January 2012 with churn 
increasing to 2.8% from 1.9% in December, 
according to data provided by Nomura.

“The issue for Japan is that most domestic 
markets are not growing. This makes it difficult to 
find high-growth opportunities,” says Perry. “You 
have to concentrate on making sure you do your 
own business well and add more value.”

This means looking at VOD, TV Everywhere 
and HD, he says. In fact, Japan is a market where 
skimping on HD looks near impossible given it is 
already so widely available. 

“You have to remember that free-to-air TV went 
HD first,” says Perry. “Why would you pay for lower 
quality standard definition? You have to do it to get 
serious distribution for your channel.”

But that still leaves the task of getting the 
economics of HD to stack up.

HD brings with it additional challenges when 
launching a new service, says Koizumi at Fox. “BS 
uses three times the transponder capacity, meaning 
the cost is triple or quadruple that of a regular low-
powered satellite.” 

 “Generally speaking HD can enjoy rates 
that reflect our pricing, at least in the past,” says 
Gibbons at Discovery. 

In three to five years we expect to double or triple 
our existing pay-TV business

Cartoon Network Japan‘s Tom Perry
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So far there are 100 million digital TV sets in the 
market for 50 million households

COUNTRY REPORT | JAPAN

Fox‘s Yoshitsugu Koizumi

But he adds there are cases when SD is being 
phased out and HD is becoming the new standard. 
“We just have to try and make the conversion 
without losing money. The fact is if we didn’t have it 
[HD] we would not grow – it’s become organic.”

According to Nishiyama, HD is only going 
to become more important at SKY Perfect. “It is 
expected that the number of HD channels available 
on SKY PerfecTV! will exceed 120 in October 
2012, and that on SKY PerfecTV! e2, more than 30 
channels (about half of the existing channels) will 
be offered as HD channels.”

AD SALeS STRATegy
Meanwhile, with pay-TV subscriber growth still 
hard to come by at best, there appears to be a 
unanimous belief that advertising revenues have to 
be maximised. 

But this is also a challenge, says Koizumi. “To 
achieve growth we are increasingly working 
with direct sponsors, 360 degree campaigns  
incorporating off-air and on-ground solutions.”

This was echoed by Discovery. “With economic 
factors we can’t just expect to jump on the train of 
ad sales,” says Gibbons. “We have either to grow 
from competitors or outside the sector.

“To do this meant offering a unique solution to 
advertisers that they cannot get elsewhere,” said 
Gibbons, citing the example of how Discovery has 
worked with Mitsubishi to promote their space 
business by establishing a strong programming 
presence in this area. “Alongside this has been 
branded events such as the Cosmic College. This 
was fun education for parents and kids where we 
held 20 events for 5,000 people.” 

One area where there is less unanimity is the 
right programming strategy for Japan. Do you 
emphasise the differences or become more local?

“At the moment we use 100% foreign content as 
a point of differentiation,” says Koizumi, although 
he added this may change when the Fox BS 
channel moves to subscription.

Discovery also emphasises its foreign credentials, 
says Gibbons. “We are an international channel 

and our viewers expect to 
see international content, 
although specific situations 
allow Discovery to add 
value.” 

One example is the 
“Rebuilding Japan” series, 
Discovery’s largest 
investment to date 
in local production. 
“We have been 
here for 15 years 
and it felt natural 
to contribute,” says 
Gibbons. (The show 
started broadcast on 
March 4). 

Meanwhile, 
Turner has been 
more proactive in localisation. “We have two 
channels, Tabi Channel and Mondo TV, that both 
rely heavily on local content. This helps give us 
balance,” says Perry.

There was mixed opinion on the opportunities 
for growth for new players entering Japan, however. 
“The door is virtually closed for new channels but 
open only for some of the older channels that made 
it in before the start of digitisation in 2004,” says 
Koizumi. “You can expect a shake-out.”

Others point to opportunities away from 
traditional linear channels. 

“Japan is becoming more and more open with 
Hulu just launched,” says Gibbons.  “Getting in on 
the VOD, tablet or smartphone market seems like 
the best first step to get known [for a new player].” 

Yet Perry sounds a note of caution. “We hear a 
lot about OTT services like Hulu, but what is not 
in the news so much is there are six or seven large 
local competitors to Hulu that have been in the 
market providing VOD or SVOD.”

Despite this Gibbons remains relatively upbeat. 
“Anything that makes it easier to improve choice 
for consumers in Japan is good. Every market has 
shown that more choice delivers growth.” 
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TV UPFRONTS

Lowdown on pay-TV ads
During the first two rounds of Upfronts, seven pay-TV networks 
presented advertisers with a powerful one-two combination of reasons 
to invest in multichannel TV. Jo Bowman reports

The first Hong Kong Upfronts, held on 
February 21, built on the success of 
a similar event hosted by CASBAA in 
association with Campaign Asia Pacific in 

Singapore late last year. 
Media buyers at the first two Upfronts were 

presented with fresh research showing the 
effectiveness of switching a portion of TV adspend 
from free-to-air to pay TV – and given a preview of 
some of the best new content being developed for 
Asian screens. 

Showing that pay TV is no longer a niche 
platform in Asia, there’s also input from brand 
owners who have had success using pay TV 
to reach a highly desirable but increasingly 
mainstream audience. 

CASBAA CEO Simon Twiston Davies says this 

united front – by broadcasters, prominent media 
agency planners and high-profile brand managers – 
demonstrates the “undeniable power of advertising 
on multichannel television.” 

“A growing force in Asia Pacific, multichannel 
TV is now in more than 50% of TV homes across 
the region, providing a potent combination of 
compelling content from the world’s leading 
broadcasters viewed by affluent, targeted 
demographics,” says Twiston Davies. 

At both Upfronts, Universal McCann research 
was presented, demonstrating the impact of a 
notional US$1.75 million TV ad budget tracked 
over several weeks across seven Asian markets. 
The study monitored changes in reach and 
cost efficiency when a portion of a free-to-
air budget was shifted to multichannel TV. By Il
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reallocating just 10% of the budget, the 
number of impressions was shown to grow 
disproportionately – by 30%, in fact. And 
when the budget was split 50:50 between 
pay and free TV, reach increased from 33% 
of all TV viewers to 56% – at no extra cost. 

“While it varies by country, it proves that 
choosing the right combination of channels, 
no matter how small the individual pay-TV 
channel may appear will only benefit your 
clients,” Marcel Fenez, Chairman of CASBAA, 
told delegates at the Hong Kong event. 

Twiston Davies says: “The new studies 
clearly demonstrate the advantages of 
advertising on multichannel TV by combining 
real-life budgeting scenarios with robust 
peoplemeter data. For companies wanting to 
maximise their reach and return on investment, 
multichannel TV is an option that cannot be ignored.” 

For some of the region’s – indeed, the world’s – 
biggest producers of quality content, the Upfronts 
are also a chance to showcase up-and-coming 
programming, giving advertisers an early heads-up 
and the opportunity to plan the kind of close brand 
partnerships that are fast replacing the simple sale 
of spots. 

Media owners now see themselves not just as 
contact points for media agencies, but often the 
originators of cross-platform solutions that exploit 
synergies between advertiser brands and media 
brands. 

The new Turner Media Solutions Group, 
launched in September last year, was announced at 
the Singapore Upfronts and is indicative of the way 
in which the pay TV industry is evolving. The group 
functions much like an in-house creative agency, 
partnering with both media agencies and with 
clients directly. “It’s taking a more strategic view at 
clients’ needs. It then looks to develop content – 
from TV programming through to games – that will 

deliver what the client is looking for,” says Sarah 
Ouellette, Regional Sales Director, Entertainment 
Advertising Sales, at Turner Broadcasting System 
Asia Pacific, who spoke at the Upfronts. “It’s about 
talking to advertisers about what they’re planning 
to do, talking about what we’re planning to do, and 
marrying the two... getting together earlier in the 
piece.” 

Senior sales executives from ATEN, Bloomberg, 
Discovery, Fox, Sony Pictures Entertainment Networks 
Asia, Turner, Universal Networks International and 
Viacom have been among the Upfronts‘ line-up. 

Speaking at both events, AETN All Asia 
Networks’ Charles Less focused on the immense 
growth in popularity seen by the History Channel 
in recent months, and, like Ouellette, said the sales 
team increasingly sees its role as creating solutions 
rather than shifting inventory. 

The History Channel is now promoted to 
potential advertiser partners in much the same 
way as sports channels have done successfully for 
several years, Less says, more closely integrating 
brands in the planning and delivery of content. In 
the pipeline for the coming year is a six-episode 
epic “Mankind – the story of all of us ”charting 
the history and remarkable rise of human beings, 
which, in a first for the History Channel, will be 
launched globally. 

Bloomberg’s Mark Froude highlighted how the 
network is applying its journalistic strengths to 
provide new content for the on-air, online and 
on-tablet audience. Throughout this year, there’ll 
be an evolution of content away from purely 
financial news to broader business content created 
in conjunction with major advertisers, such as ANZ, 
which is supporting “The Flyers”; Chase, which is 
investing in “The Mentor”; and Hyundai, which is 
backing “The Innovators”. 

Viacom International Media Networks‘ 
Vishal Kurien talked in Singapore about the new 
Nickelodeon series “Kung Fu Panda” and “Winx 
Club”, along with local MTV productions, both live 
and on-air, including “MTV Sessions”. Universal 
Networks International focused on its value as a 
way of reaching an up-market female audience. Fox 
is relaunching Star Movies as Fox Movies Premium, 
and will launch an on-demand player for the 
channel, as well as launching four new feeds. 

National Geographic Channel and Star World 
will also add three feeds, and Fox a further two  

For companies wanting to 
maximize their reach and return 
on investment, multichannel TV is 
an option that cannot be ignored

TV UPFRONTS

Sean Rach, Director, Regional Marketing, Prudential Corporation Asia 
speaking at the Hong Kong Upfronts event
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local feeds targeting local-market advertisers. And 
the new programme offerings at both a network 
and channel level came under the spotlight for 
Discovery. 

In Hong Kong, Ouellette announced the 
arrival of a comedy series “The Amazing World 
of Gumball”, which is part of Cartoon Network’s 
current push to capture the children’s comedy 
market. Other new content on the horizon includes 
“Destroy All Aliens”, a made-in-Asia animated 
feature film version of the popular Cartoon 
Network Ben 10 TV series. She also focused on 
the partnership between Cartoon Network and 
Prudential, the financial services giant. While a 

children’s channel might not seem like a natural 
advertising fit for the financial services category, 
Ouellette says Turner was able to create a special 
animated series of three-minute programmes built 
to help children and families understand saving, 
earning, spending and donating. The challenge 
was to make the subject of financial literacy fun; 
fresh, specially developed content was the solution. 
“Creating credible content like this is really the way 
the industry’s going,” she says. 

Mateo Eaton, MindShare’s Regional Branded 
Content Partner, Asia Pacific, was at the Singapore 
event. The data presentation was particularly helpful, 
he said, as was the input from the client side about 
how pay TV had worked for them in practice. Brian 
Fisher, Caltex global brand manager, Chevron 
International, talked in Singapore about Caltex’s 
success with branded content created with several 
regional pay-TV channels, including AXN’s “Amazing 
Race Asia”, Discovery’s “Caltex Crossings”, History’s 
“Hidden Cities” and ESPN Star Sports’ “Caltex Score”. 

Eaton says a forum for the early communication 
of content that’s still in the development stage 
is a great idea. He hopes the format will be 
rolled out to other capitals in the region beyond 
the two big regional media-buying hubs. Local 
marketing teams as well as regional ones need to 
be convinced of pay TV’s value, he says. But what 
clients really need is more of a shared financial 
commitment when it comes to creating big-budget 
branded content. 

Eaton says some local-market channels are 
setting an example for what’s possible, matching 
investment by advertisers by offering air time of 
equivalent value, as well as making the programme. 
“The client’s million bucks will pay for the 
programming and in return you get a million bucks 
worth of air time,” he says. 

More long-term vision would help, if the 
Networks could be more flexible in how they 
accommodate and alleviate the risk for the client, 
maybe by swapping a bit of the equity or giving 
agencies a bigger role in making it work. We need 
a path to better content, that’s the end game.” 

The united front presented by some of the 
region’s biggest content providers builds on the 
work of CASBAA’s mission to highlight the growth 
of multichannel television viewing in the region, 
and make it easier for marketers and buyers 
to access the data and case studies they need. 
CASBAA Member networks account for the vast 
majority of advertising spend on subscription-TV 
across Asia. 

AETN’s Charles Less says the Upfronts are a 
chance to improve all participants’ prospects. “It’s a 
good thing; it gets everybody in the room and gives 
buyers a reason to come, which you wouldn’t have 
if it was just one company,” he says. “While I’m 
with my competitors, and that might sometimes be 
a negative, if I can get a bigger audience to talk to, 
then knowing how strong we are at the moment, 
that’s a risk worth taking.” 

We need a path to better 
content, that’s the end game

TV UPFRONTS

The Hong Kong Upfronts demonstrates the ”undeniable power of advertising on multichannel television”
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TrueVisions‘  
Sompan Charumilinda

There are few individuals better placed 
to reflect on the phenomenal growth 
of Thailand’s multichannel-TV industry 
over the last two decades than Sompan 

Charumilinda, Executive Vice Chairman True 
Visions. 

Sixteen years ago when he accepted the 
challenge of helping to launch pay-TV operator 
UBC, the industry was as little known in Thailand 
as in much of the rest of Asia. Before that Sompan 
had been General Manager of Fuji Film in Thailand 
and his closest involvement with the entertainment 
industry had been playing guitar in his rock band 
with a group of friends.

But even then the affable and energetic Sompan 
knew this was the start of something big. “I had 
seen how multichannel TV was developing in the 
industrialised world and knew there would be a 
great opportunity here in Thailand.”

And it was not just anyone calling. “It was 
the opportunity to become part of the CP Group 
[TrueVisions‘ parent company], which excited 
me.” CP has often been described as Thailand’s 
first genuine multinational company under the 
leadership of its chairman, Dhanin Chearavanont. 

Back in the mid 1990s the challenge for the 
pay-TV pioneers was to take on free-to-air terrestrial 
TV, which was then – and still is – the dominant 
information and entertainment medium in Thailand. 

Yet fast forward almost two decades and the 
multichannel-TV market has exploded in popularity, 

fulfilling a huge, previously unsatisfied demand 
among Thai viewers for more programming choice 
and more international content. 

In fact, by late 2010, the number of cable and 
satellite TV households equaled the number of 
terrestrial TV households in Thailand, according to 
Thailand in View, a CASBAA market report issued 
last year for Members.

Over the years that Sompan has been involved 
with CASBAA he has focused on the “hot issues 
of helping shape industry regulation and gaining 
recognition of the importance of IPR protection.” 
Since 2006 he has held a seat on the CASBAA 
Board of Directors.

“CASBAA is extremely valuable for industry 
players to share experiences from across the 
region and around the world, and to bring those 
experiences to the attention of regulators and IPR 
enforcement agencies in our respective countries.”

He describes this work as “hugely satisfying,” 
particularly as part of the long game of helping 
Thai regulators understand the multichannel-TV 
industry’s international business models, standards 
and best practices.

MEET THE MEMBER

More than 120 Thai-language 
satellite TV channels have been 
launched in the last two to three 
years

TrueVisions‘ Executive Vice Chairman Sompan Charumilinda
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Certainly, a long-standing regulatory objective 
for Sompan – and for CASBAA – has been the 
establishment of a stable and structured pay-TV 
regulator to succeed the largely ineffective Public 
Relations Department of the Prime Minister’s Office 
followed by the National Telecommunications 
Commission. 

Then late last year, after almost a decade of 
regulatory stasis, the National Broadcasting and 
Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) was put 
in place. 

“Up until now we have had little effective 
regulation and the only multichannel-TV operator 
that has been regulated has been TrueVisions 
through its concession agreement,” granted by 
another regulator, and now a commercial operator, 
the Mass Communications Organisation of Thailand 
(MCOT). 

An earlier milestone was the passing of the 
Broadcasting Act in 2008. This smoothed the 
way for pass-through advertising for international 
channels, eventually allowing multichannel-TV 
operators to sell advertising air-time for the first 
time.

Indeed, in the past three years Thailand’s TV 
landscape has changed beyond recognition. From 
six free-to-air nationwide terrestrial TV stations in 
the mid 1990s, there are now some 700 provincial 
multichannel-TV operators (although a few have yet 
to be fully licensed) of which TrueVisions, with over 
1.8 million subscribers, remains by far the largest. 

There is also much more domestic content. 
“More than 120 Thai-language satellite TV channels 
have been launched in the last two to three years,” 
says Sompan.

With some 50% of Thai households now 
equipped with TVROs, multichannel-TV 
penetration is expected to increase to 90-95% 
within the next few years.

Sompan characterises today’s market as “hyper-
competitive”, and says it will become more so with 
the launch of Digital Terrestrial TV (DTT) services in 
the next couple of years. 

Yet Sompan remains confident opportunities still 
outweigh the challenges for TrueVisions. “We are 
the only international standard multichannel-TV 
operator in Thailand, broadcasting more than 100 
channels. Competition keeps us on our toes.

“In this market keeping abreast of, and to a 
certain extent shaping, customer expectations is 
one of our biggest challenges. It also means there 
is a constant pressure to innovate, be it through 
technology or new content.

“We were the first mover in HDTV and we have 
also launched Thailand’s first 24-hour Thai-language 
news channel, the free-to-air satellite delivered, 
TNN24.”

Educating advertisers and media agencies on the 
merits of pay TV as an advertising medium remains 
a challenge, but Sompan sees huge potential. 

In 2011, total TV adspend topped 63 billion baht 
(US$2.1 billion) of which multichannel TV took 
less than 5%. So, the omens are good. “There is a 
clear trend toward rapidly increasing advertising 
revenues.” 

Today, Sompan remains as passionate about 
television and about his music as when he started 
out. He still performs with the same friends in his 
rock band, in public and often at charity events. 
“I’m an old rock and roll guy at heart.” 

In this market keeping abreast of, and to a 
certain extent shaping, customer expectations is 
one of our biggest challenges. It also means there 
is a constant pressure to innovate, be it through 
technology or new content

MEET THE MEMBER
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Multichannel multiplier
BY THE NUMBERS 

CASBAA has released a powerful 
first-of-its-kind reach and frequency 
analysis of the definable returns on 
media investment in multichannel TV 

advertising. The Association commissioned global 
media agency Universal McCann (UM) to analyze a 
TV campaign worth a notional budget of US$1.75m 
using syndicated peoplemeter data across seven 
Asia Pacific markets. 

UM initially ran the campaign using the entire 
budget on free-to-air channels (FTA), they then 

re-allocated variable percentages of the budget 
between multichannel TV and FTA. Nine audiences 
were tested and all showed the same results: 
increased reach and frequency, more impressions 
and a lowering of CPT. 

With a reach in more than 50% of all TV homes 
in Asia, multichannel TV can no longer be ignored, 
as the analysis shows.

The numbers demonstrate that multichannel TV 
makes undeniable fiscal sense when reach and 
return on investment are optimized.

REACH INCREASES AS 
THE ADVERTISING 
bUDGET IS 
REALLOCATED 
FROM 100% ON 
FREE TO AIR TV TO 
A PROPORTION ON 
MULTICHANNEL TV

SEE yOUR ROI GROW
WITH NO 
ADDITIONAL
INVESTMENT.
ADD MULTICHANNEL
TV TO yOUR
CAMPAIGN AND
DOUbLE THE
IMPRESSIONS

USING A 
COMbINATION 
OF FTA & 
MULTICHANNEL
TV LOWERS COST PER
THOUSAND by UP 
TO 60%

Source: Peoplemeter R&F. CSM, OzTAM, TAM Media Research, Nielsen, Kantar Media & UM

Source: Peoplemeter R&F. CSM, OzTAM, TAM Media Research, Nielsen, Kantar Media & UM

Source: Peoplemeter R&F. CSM, OzTAM, TAM Media Research, Nielsen, Kantar Media & UM
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bIg IMpReSSIOnS:
• In the seven markets measured, a 100% 

allocation of a US$1.75m budget to FTA results 
in a campaign viewed by just 33% of the 
population with a TV. 

• By moving just 10% of the budget away from 
FTA to multichannel TV, the reach rises to 
45% improving to 56% if half the budget is 
redistributed.  

• A balanced combination of FTA and 
multichannel TV sees impressions – or the gross 
number of times a commercial is viewed – 
increase from 537 million to 756 million.

• With an equal share of the budget between FTA 
and multichannel TV an impressive 1.3 billion 
impressions are generated.

• Using a combination of FTA and multichannel 
TV lowers cost per thousand (CPT) by up to 60% 
from 100% allocation on FTA to a 50/50 split 
between FTA and multichannel TV. 

MULTICHANNEL TV 
CAN bOOST THE 
NUMbER OF PMEb 
IMPRESSIONS WITH 
NO ADDITIONAL
COST TO NEARLy  
300 MILLION

Source: Peoplemeter R&F. CSM, OzTAM, TAM Media Research, Nielsen, Kantar Media & UM
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FTA vs multichannel TV
ADVERTISING BUDGET ALLOCATION

Audience: PMEb 
(Professionals, managers, executives and business owners)

USING A 
COMbINATION
OF FTA & 
MULTICHANNEL
TV TO TARGET MEN 
CAN INCREASE 
REACH FROM
32% TO 55%

Source: Peoplemeter R&F. CSM, OzTAM, TAM Media Research, Nielsen, Kantar Media & UM

FTA vs multichannel TV
ADVERTISING BUDGET ALLOCATION

• TV Impressions

Audience: Men

TARGETING 
15-24-yEAR-OLDS,  
USING A 
COMbINATION 
OF FTA & 
MULTICHANNEL 
TV CAN DOUbLE 
THE NUMbER OF 
IMPRESSIONS TO 168 
MILLION

Source: Peoplemeter R&F. CSM, OzTAM, TAM Media Research, Nielsen, Kantar Media & UM
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CASBAA Mixer   
February 22, 2012, Hong Kong

TV Upfronts   
February 21, 2012, Hong Kong

CASBAA IN PICS
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TV Upfronts   
December 13, 2011, Singapore

Indonesia in View   
February 29, 2012, Hong Kong

CASBAA IN PICS
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Focusing on priorities

Content owners and platform 
operators are accepting the fact that 
OTT is here to stay and plan to adjust 
their business models accordingly

CEO MEMO

Key themes emerge from 2012 working plan

The year started off quietly enough with a 
bunch of holidays (Christmas, New Year, 
Lunar New Year). Such breaks are very 
popular with some of our Members – 

even with the CASBAA staff.
But following the Lunar New Year it has been 

“full on” for CASBAA and its Members. By the time 
you read this, the Executive Office alone will have 
visited Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia (with a market 
update for Members only), the Philippines, India 
and Singapore to discuss often urgent issues with 
governments and Members before making formal 
submissions.

Once more CASBAA‘s reach and seriousness of 
purpose has been emphasised in Q1 2012.

In addition, we will have been working with 
the management Board on finalised budgets, 
hosting several meetings of our Committees—
Regulatory, Satellite, OTT & Connected Media, 
and Research)—and managing the Membership 
renewals process, which, six weeks into the year, 
stood at a very strong 72%. 

We have also worked on the Board’s Japan 
agenda (April 12-14) and on our major push for 
advertising in 2012 (Upfronts on February 21) our 
Indonesia conference (February 29), issuing reports 
on the ITU World Radiocommunication Conference 
in Geneva (which will set spectrum standards 
for years), releasing some ground-breaking R&F 
advertising research and revamping the websites.

This makes the development of the Upfronts yet 
more valid. In Singapore last year, media buyers 
and agency heads came together with the objective 
to promote the multichannel TV industry as a single 
dynamic entity. 

Over-the-top TV was a key priority for the 
CoG. Content owners and platform operators are 
accepting the fact that OTT is here to stay and plan 
to adjust their business models accordingly.

We’ll also be focusing on some important 
markets this year. The Indonesian pay-TV industry, 
for example, is growing rapidly. Innovative 
pricing strategies, higher quality content and 
new advertising opportunities are driving this 
expansion.         

In addition, India continues to experience 
burgeoning growth and industry players anticipate 
a huge increase in localised and value-added 
content. Clearer regulatory frameworks would 
boost confidence further: specifying key 
conditions for addressable digitisation remains a 
key step.  

Meanwhile, Thailand is emerging as one of the 
highest-growth markets in Asia, thanks to market-
friendly legislation, cheaper hardware and strong 
audience demand. 

Satellite remains a vital constituency and the 
CASBAA Satellite Industry Forum in Singapore, to 
be held in June, remains the No. 1 networking and 
advocacy event for the Asian satellite sector.

As part of our continuing improvement of 
services, we have recently unveiled a new-look 
CASBAA website – www.casbaa.com – to help 
us both with getting across the CASBAA message 
as directly and clearly as possible and also to 
communicate more effectively with our valued 
Members. 

New Members since the beginning of the year 
include rugby-focused sport network Setanta 
Sports, online software specialists Accedo 
and ExSet, information and communications 
provider Haymarker Media Group, and satellite 
manufacturer Orbital Sciences. Meanwhile Fashion 
TV, a fashion and entertainment network controlled 
by Bigfoot Entertainment, has upgraded to Patron 
status.

Simon Twiston Davies



CASBAA Calendar 2012
Date Event / Meeting Venue

Mar 20 (Tue) India Forum New Delhi

Mar 21 (Wed) CoG Doorknock New Delhi

Apr 12-13 BoD Doorknock Tokyo

Apr 13 (Fri) Board of Directors Meeting Tokyo

May 21-23 CASBAA/NCTA Breakfast Boston

May 22 (Tue) Digital Matters Singapore

Jun 18 (Mon) Satellite Industry Forum Singapore

Jun 19 (Tue) Council of Governors Meeting Singapore

Jul 19 (Thu)  Board of Directors Meeting  Hong Kong

Sep 18 (Tue)  Council of Governors Meeting   Hong Kong

Sep 18 (Tue)  CASBAA Mixer  Hong Kong

Oct 4 (Thu)  Board of Directors Meeting  Singapore

Oct 29 – Nov 1  CASBAA Convention 2012                     Hong Kong

Nov 1 (Thu)  Charity Ball  Hong Kong

Nov 1 (Thu)  Annual General Meeting    Hong Kong

Nov 1 (Thu)  Council of Governors Meeting  Hong Kong

Nov 26 (Mon)  Hanoi Strategy Meeting (BoD)  Hanoi

Dec 6 (Thu)  Board of Directors Meeting  Singapore

Dec 6 (Thu)  CASBAA Mixer  Singapore



Hong Kong Executive Office
802 Wilson House, 19-27 Wyndham Street, Central, Hong Kong 
Tel: +852 2854 9913 Fax: +852 2854 9530 
Email: casbaa@casbaa.com

India Office
Flat. No. 3, Ground Floor, Tower Block, Sagar Apartment, 6 Tilak Marg , New Delhi-110001 
Tel: +91 11 45137938 Fax: +91 11 47540892 
Email: india@casbaa.com
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HOW TO MONETISE INTERNET TV

TV UPFRONTS: HONG KONG EDITION

REGULATORY POLICY EXPLAINED

COUNTRY REPORTS: INDIA, JAPAN


